
How this shop cut down on wasted time

CASE STUDY  |  FISK AUTOMOTIVE (Fullerton, California)

MEET FISK AUTOMOTIVE

Jack Crawley is the Owner 
and President of Fisk 
Automotive in Fullerton, CA. 
His shop is modern, clean, 
and well-equipped, with a 
mission of taking care of the 
clients first and foremost.

THE CHALLENGE

Prior to discovering Shop-Ware, Fisk Automotive was like a lot of 
other shops out there – strapped for time. Between chasing 
customers down on the phone, wondering, “Does anyone not 
screen their phone calls these days?” and hustling to compile ROs, 
they were spread thin. They were in need of a way to get more cars 
through the shop – and fast. On top of this, Jack needed to drive 
more 5-star reviews, a challenge many shops are faced with.

THE RESULTS

After noticing his current SMS was becoming seriously outdated, 
Jack gave Shop-Ware a try. Once on board with Shop-Ware, Fisk 
Automotive noticed an immediate spike in estimate approvals 
along with significant time savings on customer communication. 
What used to take his team days to get approvals was now taking 
just minutes. When it comes to the Shop-Ware + Broadly 

integration, Jack was quick to note that they didn’t have anything 
like that before. Fisk found that Broadly’s ‘Chat with Us Now’ 
feature was an incredible way to attract new business and drive 
conversions for his shop. Even better was the ability to monitor and 
respond to customer reviews at record speed.

THE TAKEAWAY

Fisk Automotive was struggling to time manage, attract new 
business and drive 5-star reviews, but Shop-Ware + Broadly got 
the job done. After implementation, Jack watched business take 
off. He now refers other shops to Shop-Ware. Jack notes, 
“Everyone is trying to up their game… If you stand still for a 
moment, you’re done. That is what our last program did.”
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TIME SAVINGS ON 
CUSTOMER 
COMMUNICATION

50%

THE RESULTS

“Shop-Ware provided 75% time savings on writing estimates and 50% time 

savings on customer communication. The throughput of our shop has increased 

dramatically since using Shop-Ware.”
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